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The Rough Guide to Cuba (Travel Guide eBook) 2023-01-01

this practical travel guide to cuba features detailed factual travel tips and points of interest
structured lists of all iconic must see sights as well as some off the beaten track treasures our
itinerary suggestions and expert author picks of things to see and do will make it a perfect companion
both ahead of your trip and on the ground this cuba guide book is packed full of details on how to get
there and around pre departure information and top time saving tips including a visual list of things not
to miss our colour coded maps make cuba easier to navigate while you re there this guide book to cuba
has been fully updated post covid 19 the rough guide to cuba covers havana artemisa and pinar del rio
varadero matanzas and mayabeque cienfuegos and villa clara trinidad and sancti spiritus ciego de avila
and camaguey northern oriente santiago de cuba and granma isla de la juventud and cayo largo inside this
cuba travel guide you ll find recommendations for every type of traveller experiences selected for every
kind of trip to cuba from off the beaten track adventures in varadero to family activities in child friendly
places like habana vieja or chilled out breaks in popular tourist areas like trinidad old town practical
travel tips essential pre departure information including cuba entry requirements getting around health
information travelling with children sports and outdoor activities food and drink festivals culture and
etiquette shopping tips for travellers with disabilities and more time saving itineraries includes carefully
planned routes covering the best of cuba which give a taste of the richness and diversity of the
destination and have been created for different time frames or types of trip detailed regional coverage
clear structure within each sightseeing chapter of this cuba travel guide includes regional highlights brief
history detailed sights and places ordered geographically recommended restaurants hotels bars clubs
and major shops or entertainment options insights into getting around like a local tips on how to beat
the crowds save time and money and find the best local spots for visiting tobacco plantations and cigar
factories or diving into the country s vibrant music scene highlights of things not to miss rough guides
rundown of trinidad old town habana vieja santiago artemisa s best sights and top experiences helps to
make the most of each trip to cuba even in a short time honest and independent reviews written by rough
guides expert authors with a trademark blend of humour honesty and expertise this cuba guide book will
help you find the best places matching different needs background information comprehensive contexts
chapter of this travel guide to cuba features fascinating insights into cuba with coverage of history
religion ethnic groups environment wildlife and books plus a handy language section and glossary
fabulous full colour photography features inspirational colour photography including the stunning
hotel nacional and the spectacular plaza vieja colour coded mapping practical full colour maps with
clearly numbered colour coded keys for quick orientation in havana varadero and many more locations in
cuba reduce the need to go online user friendly layout with helpful icons and organised by neighbourhood
to help you pick the best spots to spend your time

Insight Guides Cuba (Travel Guide eBook) 2022-09-15

insight guide to cuba is a pictorial travel guide in a magazine style providing answers to the key
questions before or during your trip deciding when to go to cuba choosing what to see from exploring
old havana to discovering valle de vinales or creating a travel plan to cover key places like santiago
santa clara this is an ideal travel guide for travellers seeking inspiration in depth cultural and
historical information about cuba as well as a great selection of places to see during your trip the
insight guide cuba covers old havana centro habana and vedado vinales and the west varadero and
matanzas the zapata peninsular santa clara cienfuegos and trinidad eastern lowlands holgu�n granma
santiago de cuba baracoa and the far east and the southern islands in this travel guide you will find in
depth cultural and historical features created to explore the culture and the history of cuba to get a
greater understanding of its modern day life people and politics best of the top attractions and editor s
choice highlighting the most special places to visit around cuba curated places high quality maps
geographically organised text cross referenced against full colour high quality travel maps for quick
orientation in havana trinidad and many more locations in cuba colour coded chapters every part of cuba
from old havana to the southern islands has its own colour assigned for easy navigation tips and facts
up to date historical timeline and in depth cultural background to santiago de cuba as well as an
introduction to cuba s food and drink and fun destination specific features practical travel information
a z of useful advice on everything from when to go to cuba how to get there and how to get around as
well as cuba s climate advice on tipping etiquette and more striking pictures features inspirational
colour photography including the stunning bay of pigs and the spectacular playa esmeralda

The Rough Guide to Cuba 2016-11-15

the rough guide to cuba is the perfect guide for all your travels across this dazzling country discover
all of cuba s highlights with insider information ranging from cuba s diverse music scuba diving and
colonial architecture to its world class ballet and baseball political history and captivating capital
city havana clear maps make your travels around this spectacular country easy and unforgettable you
will never miss a sight with the stunning photos included and detailed coverage of cuba s vibrant cities



glittering beaches lush countryside and addictive mixture of the latin american and caribbean cultures
insider tips lead you to the best hotels bars clubs shops and restaurants in the country make the most of
your time with the rough guide to cuba

Insight Guides Explore Cuba (Travel Guide eBook) 2017-12-01

cuba is a country of contradictions timeworn but still oh so cool where post communist ideology beats
to afro cuban rhythms and strong mojitos and cuba is on the brink of big changes a heady mix of sun
drenched beaches and exhilarating photogenic streetlife cuba is the most mesmerising of caribbean islands be
inspired to visit by the brand new insight guide explore cuba the ideal pocket companion for your trip a
full colour guide containing easy to follow routes around the island inside explore cuba discover the
island s unique attractions from havana s atmospheric malecn waterfront with its parade of old buicks
and chevrolets to the white sand dunes of playa pilar experience cuba s extraordinary streetlife and
sizzling afro cuban dance and music insight s trademark cultural coverage sets the routes in context
with introductions to cuba s cuisine entertainment and nightlife shopping and key historical dates our
recommended places to eat and drink are highlighted in each route with even more suggestions in the
directory section which also contains a wealth of useful practical information including a range of
carefully selected accommodation to suit all budgets pull out map with useful plotted routes
evocative photography captures cuba s dilapidated architecture and eclectic cultural heritage

Insight Guides Cuba 2014-11-05

with its varied natural beauty and troubled history cuba is a land of startling contrasts from historic
sites and crumbling architecture to unspoilt beaches and vibrant nightlife insight guide cuba provides
detailed coverage of this fascinating country while full colour photography and maps help you navigate
with ease our detailed travel tips give you all the practical information you need to plan your trip
including our selection of the best and most authentic hotels and restaurants

The Rough Guide to Cuba 2013-11-01

the rough guide to cuba is the perfect guide for all your travels across the dazzling country of cuba its
maps and tips will lead you to the best hotels bars clubs shops and restaurants in the country discover
all of cuba s highlights with insider information ranging from cuba s diverse music scuba diving and
colonial architecture to its world class ballet and baseball political history and captivating capital
city havana clear maps will make your travels around this spectacular country easy and unforgettable
you will never miss a sight with the stunning photos included and detailed coverage of cuba s vibrant
cities glittering beaches lush countryside and addictive mixture of the latin american and caribbean
cultures the rough guide to cuba will take your travels to new heights ensuring that you don t miss the
unmissable while you re there now available in epub format

Havana (Rough Guides Snapshot Cuba) 2017-01-02

the rough guides snapshot cuba havana is the ultimate travel guide to the capital of cuba it leads you
through the city with reliable information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and attractions
from markets to the malec�n and colonial plazas to parks detailed maps and up to date listings pinpoint
the best caf�s paladares hotels casa particulares shops bars and clubs ensuring you make the most of
your trip whether passing through staying for the weekend or longer the rough guides snapshot cuba
havana also covers the top places to visit outside the city including the fishing villages and beaches
east of the capital and the semi rural landscape to the south also included is the basics section from the
rough guide to cuba with all the practical information you need for travelling in and around cuba
including entry requirements transport accommodation food drink costs and health also published as
part of the rough guide to cuba

The Rough Guide to Cuba (Travel Guide with Free Ebook)
2023-02-14

practical travel guide to cuba with a free ebook featuring points of interest structured lists of all
sights and off the beaten track treasures with detailed colour coded maps practical details about what
to see and to do in cuba how to get there and around pre departure information as well as top time
saving tips like a visual list of things not to miss in cuba expert author picks and itineraries to help you
plan your trip this title has been fully updated post covid 19 the rough guide to cuba covers havana
artemisa and pinar del rio varadero matanzas and mayabeque cienfuegos and villa clara trinidad and
sancti spiritus ciego de avila and camaguey northern oriente santiago de cuba and granma isla de la
juventud and cayo largo inside this travel guide you ll find recommendations for every type of traveller



experiences selection for every kind of trip to cuba from off the beaten track adventures in punta gorda
to family activities in child friendly places like caverna de santo tom�s or chilled out breaks in popular
tourist areas like jardines del rey practical travel tips essential pre departure information including cuba
entry requirements getting around health information travelling with children sports and outdoor
activities food and drink festivals culture and etiquette shopping tips for travellers with disabilities
and more time saving itineraries carefully planned routes covering the best of cuba give a taste of the
richness and diversity of the destination and have been created for different time frames or types of trip
detailed regional coverage clear structure within each sightseeing chapter includes regional highlights
brief history detailed sights and places ordered geographically recommended restaurants hotels bars
clubs and major shops or entertainment options insights into getting around like a local tips on how to
beat the crowds save time and money and find the best local spots for visiting tobacco plantations and
cigar factories or diving into the country s vibrant music scene highlights of things not to miss rough
guides rundown of trinidad old town habana vieja santiago artemisa s best sights and top experiences help
to make the most of each trip to cuba even in a short time honest and independent reviews written by
rough guides expert authors with a trademark blend of humour honesty and expertise to help to find the
best places in cuba matching different needs background information comprehensive contexts chapter
features fascinating insights into cuba with coverage of history religion ethnic groups environment
wildlife and books plus a handy language section and glossary fabulous full colour photography
features inspirational colour photography including the stunning hotel nacional and the spectacular
plaza vieja colour coded mapping practical full colour maps with clearly numbered colour coded keys
for quick orientation in havana varadero and many more locations in cuba reduce need to go online user
friendly layout with helpful icons and organised by neighbourhood to help you pick the best spots to
spend your time free ebook free ebook download with every purchase of a printed book allows you to
access all of the content from your phone or tablet for on the road exploration

Cuba 2007

free app and ebook with this insight guide book cover

Insight Guides Cuba (Travel Guide with Free EBook) 2018

lonely planet s cuba is your passport to the most relevant up to date advice on what to see and skip
and what hidden discoveries await you enjoy the live music scene in havana explore historic habana vieja
and trek up pico turquino all with your trusted travel companion get to the heart of cuba and begin
your journey now inside lonely planet s cuba travel guide up to date information all businesses were
rechecked before publication to ensure they are still open after 2020 s covid 19 outbreak new top
experiences feature a visually inspiring collection of cuba s best experiences and where to have them what
s new feature taps into cultural trends and helps you find fresh ideas and cool new areas new pull out
passport size just landed card with wi fi atm and transport info all you need for a smooth journey from
airport to hotel color maps and images throughout highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip
to your personal needs and interests insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local
avoiding crowds and trouble spots essential info at your fingertips hours of operation websites transit
tips prices honest reviews for all budgets eating sleeping sightseeing going out shopping hidden gems that
most guidebooks miss cultural insights give you a richer more rewarding travel experience history people
music landscapes wildlife cuisine politics over 80 maps covers havana artemisa mayabeque isla de la
juventud valle de vinales pinar del rio province varadero matanzas province cienfuegos villa clara
trinidad sancti spiritus ciego de avila cameguey las tunas holguin granma santiago de cuba guantanamo
the perfect choice lonely planet s cuba our most comprehensive guide to cuba is perfect for both
exploring top sights and taking roads less traveled looking for just the highlights check out pocket
havana a handy sized guide focused on the can t miss sights for a quick trip about lonely planet lonely
planet is a leading travel media company providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every
kind of traveler since 1973 over the past four decades we ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and
phrasebooks for 120 languages and grown a dedicated passionate global community of travelers you ll
also find our content online and in mobile apps videos 14 languages armchair and lifestyle books ebooks
and more enabling you to explore every day lonely planet guides are quite simply like no other new york
times lonely planet it s on everyone s bookshelves it s in every traveler s hands it s on mobile phones it s
on the internet it s everywhere and it s telling entire generations of people how to travel the world
fairfax media australia

Lonely Planet Cuba 2022-04-22

this is equivalent to the print edition which is 640 pages the focus is on areas likely to be most
rewarding for tourists all of china could not be seen in several lifetimes beijing surroundings shanghai and
hong kong the terracotta warriors near xi an the yangzi river s three gorges the majestic rural scenery
around guilin the pearl river delta and the island of macau designed to enable you to gain the most from



china during your trip all the big sights in the destinations covered are described but so are little
dumpling houses lively markets walks through narrow old streets places to study tai chi and the 2008
olympics the focus is on adventure in every sense of the word from kayaking and balloon trips to learning
the ancient art of calligraphy or fengshui there are new experiences waiting at every turn all of which
help you get closer to understanding what china is today and how it got here for each region activities
range from dragon boat racing chinese cooking and language lessons as well as the more usual golfing
hiking boat and bike rides all the accommodation and eating choices are detailed as well followed by
nightlife names for all places attractions hotels and restaurants are shown in chinese characters as
well as in english that way users can communicate well with taxi drivers and ask directions by showing
the book page which will have a picture of the attraction as well we travel to grow our adventure
guides show you how experience the places you visit more directly freshly intensely than you would
otherwise sometimes best done on foot in a canoe or through cultural adventures like art courses
cooking classes learning the language meeting the people this can make your trip life changing
unforgettable all of the detailed information you need is here about the hotels restaurants shopping
sightseeing but we also lead you to new discoveries turning corners never before turned helping you learn
about the world in a new way adventure guides make that possible having traveled extensively through
china over many years i can see the book s intimacy not only with the locations but also with the locals
in each place the author reveals the secrets that he s learned from his long association with china jason
williams managing director grasshopper adventures a thorough guide not only to traveling in china but
also to the country s history and culture this should satisfy the novice and seasoned traveler alike
each city and region is covered from all angles including activities for those traveling with children an
informative read for those unfamiliar with the country and an excellent way to brush up for the more
experienced traveler this is an excellent guide for planning a china vacation publishers weekly

Cuba Adventure Guide 2006

insight pocket guides ideal itineraries and top travel tips in a pocket sized package plan your trip plan
perfect days and discover how to get around this pocket sized guide is a convenient quick reference
companion to discovering what to do and see in cuba from top attractions like havana and trinidad to
hidden gems compact concise and packed with essential information about where to go and what to do
this is an ideal on the move companion when you re exploring cuba covers top ten attractions including el
morro santiago baracoa and plaza de la catedral havana and perfect day itinerary suggestions offers an
insightful overview of landscape history and culturek inspirational colour photography throughout
sharp design and colour coded sections make for an engaging reading experience about insight guides insight
guides is a pioneer of full colour guide books with almost 50 years experience of publishing high quality
visual travel guides with user friendly modern design we produce around 400 full colour print guide
books and maps as well as phrase books picture packed ebooks and apps to meet different travellers needs
insight guides unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture
create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure

Insight Guides Pocket Cuba (Travel Guide eBook) 2018-12-01

this mini pocket cuba travel guidebook is perfect for travellers seeking basic information about cuba it
covers key places main attractions and a short hotel and restaurant recommendations list this book is
printed on paper from responsible sources verified to meet fsc s strict environmental and social standards
this cuba travel book covers havana pinar del r�o province matanzas province central cuba oriente the
east guant�namo province in this cuba guidebook you will find curated recommendations of places main
attractions child friendly family activities chilled out breaks in popular tourist areas things not to
miss in cuba music baracoa plaza de la catedral beaches casa museo de ernest hemingway camag�ey
trinidad el morro the prado vi�ales valley perfect day itinerary suggestions for those on a short break
short cuba introduction geographical location cultural legacy history with interesting key dates what
to do in cuba recommendations for entertainment shopping sports children s activities events and nightlife
food and drink recommendations for local products and places to eat overview maps handy maps on the
inside cover flaps showing cuba and around practical information how to get there and around opening
times health and medical care and tourist information spanish section basic vocabulary and phrases from
the local language striking pictures inspirational colour photography throughout free download of the
ebook available after purchase of the printed guidebook cuba fully updated post covid 19 this guide is
easy to use and quick to scan through when you need help on the go it s the perfect companion both ahead
of your trip and on the ground it gives you the flavour of cuba without overwhelming you with too
much information

The Mini Rough Guide to Cuba: Travel Guide with Free EBook



2024-10-15

most travel books take you far but usually not far enough too often they include too much historical
material too little about the facts of life knowledge of any city after all is written in terms of its
people its food its customs take havana now there have been no books about havana that make its people
real to us if americans consider the cubans touched they in their turn sum us up as americanos locos but
the cubans at least admire the stuff americans are made of even though it defies their analysis it s time
for visitors to return the compliment to be more open minded and less jingoistic the geniality and gracious
dignity of life in havana and the mercurial charm of its inhabitants deserve understanding and appreciation
there have been no books about havana that guide tourists through the complicated maze of cuban
etiquette warm hearted and easy going though he may be your true cuban resents any transgression of
the rules of his social code the bad impressions left by americans on a spree cry to heaven for correction
there have been no books about havana that show tourists how to get more than their money s worth
out of shopping eating sightseeing and night clubbing how to spend intelligently how to save wisely how
to have fun on even the most limited budget these pages try to demonstrate that there is much more than
rum rumba and revolution in cuba to indicate the pattern of behavior that furthers social success in this
unpredictable but always enchanting country to turn the spotlight on cuban customs and the latin way
of looking at life understanding all this will mean keener appreciation of your experiences there richer
memories and a sympathy for havana that make the place unforgettably warm and colorful

Havana Manana - A Guide to Cuba and the Cubans 2013-04-26

dk eyewitness travel guide cuba is your in depth guide to the very best of this island nation with its
unique history pristine beaches vintage cars and strong cultural traditions of music and salsa cuba is
an endlessly fascinating place delve beneath its dazzling surface to experience cuba s extensive arts scene
and bold architecture escape to the beautiful mountain ranges of the countryside or enjoy an exceptional
meal in its backstreets discover dk eyewitness travel guide cuba detailed itineraries and don t miss
destination highlights at a glance illustrated cutaway 3 d drawings of important sights floor plans
and guided visitor information for major museums guided walking tours local drink and dining specialties
to try things to do and places to eat drink and shop by area area maps marked with sights insights into
history and culture to help you understand the stories behind the sights hotel and restaurant listings
highlight dk choice special recommendations with hundreds of full color photographs hand drawn
illustrations and custom maps that illuminate every page dk eyewitness travel guide cuba truly shows
you this island nation as no one else can

The Blue Guide to Cuba 1938

for a limited time receive a free fodor s guide to safe and healthy travel e book with the purchase of this
guidebook go to fodors com for details written by locals fodor s travel guides have been offering expert
advice for all tastes and budgets for 80 years gorgeous spanish colonial architecture uncrowded white
sand beaches and an insistent salsa beat await intrepid travelers to the caribbean s largest island now
on the radar of many americans thanks to the relaxation of travel restrictions no matter where
travelers go this up to date guide helps them discover cuba s unique culture whether it s seeing vibrant
artwork or sampling the region s best rum and hand rolled cigars this travel guide includes dozens of
maps an 8 page color insert with a brief introduction and spectacular photos that capture the top
experiences and attractions throughout cuba hundreds of hotel and restaurant recommendations with
fodor s choice designating our top picks multiple itineraries to explore the top attractions and what s
off the beaten path major sights such as trinidad la habana vieja cienfuegos che guevara memorial and
valle de vinales coverage of havana trinidad camag�ey santiago varadero and isla de la juventud

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Cuba 2015-10-06

some travelers love nothing better than to bathe in the sun others revel in immersing themselves in history
and culture then there are those who are born to shop we all know the type in fact we might ourselves
be the type there are some people for whom shopping is not a necessity but a sport insight shopping guides
are a play book for the avid shopper who wants to level the playing field when he or she competes
against natives for the best goods and deals the city has to offer this series is for the discerning
consumer who needs a little help navigating around an unfamiliar city they are ideal shopping companions
for travelers wanting lively informative background material on the best shopping areas and reliable
advice on finding the most reliable service

Fodor's Cuba 2015-12-08

in its fourth decade of revolution cuba is facing massive challenges cuba in focus is an authoritative and



up to date guide to this fascinating country it explores the land history and politics economy society
and people culture and includes tips on where to go and what to see color and b w photos maps

Insight Guides Cuba 2005-12-03

cuba is a magnificently diverse island brimming with stunning beaches lush valleys beautifully preserved
colonial era buildings and classic cars your dk eyewitness top 10 travel guide ensures you ll find your
way around cuba with absolute ease our newly updated top 10 travel guide breaks down the best of
cuba into helpful lists of ten from our own selected highlights to the best museums and galleries places
to eat shops and cultural experiences you ll discover seven easy to follow itineraries perfect for a two
day or week long trip detailed top 10 lists of cuba s must sees including detailed descriptions of la
habana vieja and modern havana cordillera de guaniguanico the zapata peninsula trinidad jardines del rey
camag�ey holgu�n santiago de cuba and baracoa cuba s most interesting areas with the best places for
shopping sightseeing and sampling cigars inspiration for different things to enjoy during your trip including
family activities festivals and national holidays as well as things to do for free a laminated pull out
map of cuba featuring a city map of havana plus five color neighborhood maps streetsmart advice get
ready get around and stay safe a lightweight format perfect for your pocket or bag when you re on the
move dk eyewitness top 10s have been helping travelers to make the most of their breaks since 2002
looking for more on cuba s culture history and attractions try our dk eyewitness cuba or dk eyewitness
caribbean

Cuba 1999

explore cuba the famous caribbean island and stop by old havana visit museums and eat authentic moros
y cristianos from top restaurants bars and clubs to standout scenic sites and walks our insider tips are
sure to make your trip outstanding whether you re looking for unique and interesting shops and markets
or seeking the best venues for music and nightlife we have entertainment and hotel recommendations for
every budget covered in our eyewitness travel guide discover dk eyewitness travel guide cuba detailed
itineraries and don t miss destination highlights at a glance illustrated cutaway 3 d drawings of
important sights floor plans and guided visitor information for major museums guided walking tours
local drink and dining specialties to try things to do and places to eat drink and shop by area area maps
marked with sights detailed city maps include street finder indexes for easy navigation insights into
history and culture to help you understand the stories behind the sights hotel and restaurant listings
highlight dk choice special recommendations with hundreds of full color photographs hand drawn
illustrations and custom maps that illuminate every page dk eyewitness travel guide cuba truly shows
you the country as no one else can recommended for a pocket guidebook to cuba check out dk eyewitness
travel guide top 10 cuba which is packed with dozens of top 10 lists ensuring you make the most of your
time and experience the best of everything

Cuba, Official Guide 1988

visiting a museum a monument a market want some quick facts to truly appreciate what you re seeing
make sure you have an insight compact guide tucked into your pocket or travel bag compact guides are
like mini encyclopedias always available to give you reliable comprehensive information that will make
your travel experience more rewarding featuring clear informative text and detailed plans and maps aptly
named compact guides are easily carried for quick on the spot reference

DK Eyewitness Top 10 Cuba 2022-11-15

explore cuba s spectacular scenery profound history and lively culture whether you want to experience
the vivacious nightlife in santiago de cuba recharge on the soft sands of the jadrdines del rey or trace the
quest for independence across the country your dk eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all
that cuba has to offer a captivating time warp havana s timeless streets are home to opulent rooftop
bars sizzling nightclubs and a rising foodie scene but there s more to cuba than just one city think bottle
green mountains draped in mist lush valleys surrounded by tobacco fields and diamond dust beaches that
give way to crystal clear waters our newly updated guide brings cuba to life transporting you there
like no other travel guide does with expert led insights trusted travel advice detailed breakdowns of all
the must see sights photographs on practically every page and our hand drawn illustrations which place
you inside the country s iconic buildings and neighbourhoods we ve also worked hard to make sure our
information is as up to date as possible following the covid 19 outbreak dk eyewitness cuba is your
ticket to the trip of a lifetime inside dk eyewitness cuba you will find a fully illustrated top experiences
guide our expert pick of cuba s must sees and hidden gems accessible itineraries to make the most out of
each and every day expert advice honest recommendations for getting around safely when to visit each
sight what to do before you visit and how to save time and money colour coded chapters to every part
of cuba from havana to trinidad santa cruz del sur to santiago de cuba practical tips the best places



to eat drink shop and stay detailed maps and walks to help you navigate the state easily and
confidently covers la habana vieja centro habana and prado vedado and plaza beyond the centre western
cuba central cuba west central cuba east eastern cuba want the best of cuba in your pocket try our dk
eyewitness top 10 cuba about dk eyewitness at dk eyewitness we believe in the power of discovery we
make it easy for you to explore your dream destinations dk eyewitness travel guides have been helping
travellers to make the most of their breaks since 1993 dk eyewitness travel guides have been helping
travelers to make the most of their breaks since 1993 filled with expert advice striking photography and
detailed illustrations our highly visual dk eyewitness guides will get you closer to your next
adventure we publish guides to more than 200 destinations from pocket sized city guides to comprehensive
country guides named top guidebook series at the 2020 wanderlust reader travel awards we know that
wherever you go next your dk eyewitness travel guides are the perfect companion

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Cuba 2017-08-15

insight pocket guides ideal itineraries and top travel tips in a pocket sized package now with free ebook
and a pull out map plan your trip plan perfect days and discover how to get around this pocket sized
guide is a convenient quick reference companion to discovering what to do and see in cuba from top
attractions like havana and trinidad to hidden gems compact concise and packed with essential
information about where to go and what to do this is an ideal on the move companion when you re
exploring cuba covers top ten attractions including el morro santiago baracoa and plaza de la
catedral havana and perfect day itinerary suggestions offers an insightful overview of landscape
history and culture includes an innovative extra that s unique in the market all insight pocket guides
come with a free ebook sharp design and colour coded sections make for an engaging reading experience
about insight guides insight guides is a pioneer of full colour guide books with almost 50 years experience
of publishing high quality visual travel guides with user friendly modern design we produce around 400
full colour print guide books and maps as well as phrase books picture packed ebooks and apps to meet
different travellers needs insight guides unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on
history and culture create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure

Insight Compact Guide Cuba 1998-12

full color photographs and maps throughout enhance the coverage of cuba along with a detailed places
section that includes insider recommendations to the best sights and practical travel tips section to help
visitors plan their trip and navigate the island when they arrive

DK Eyewitness Cuba 2022-09-22

berlitz pocket guide cuba is a concise full colour travel guide that combines lively text with vivid
photography to highlight the very best that this fascinating country has to offer the where to go
chapter details all the key sights old havana pinar del ro santiago de cuba trinidad and camagey handy
maps on the cover help you get around cuba and havana with ease to inspire you the book offers a
rundown of the country s top 10 attractions followed by an itinerary for a perfect day in havana the
what to do chapter is a snapshot of ways to spend your spare time from live music and salsa to
watersports and festivals you ll also be armed with background information including a brief history of
this fascinating country and an eating out chapter covering where to eat criollo cuisine and cuban
cocktails and beer there are carefully chosen listings featuring cuba s best hotels and restaurants plus
an a z to equip you with all the practical information you will need

Cuba - Insight Pocket Guide 2019

newly revised updated and redesigned for 2017 true to its name dk eyewitness travel guide top 10 cuba
covers all the island nation s major sights and attractions in easy to use top 10 lists that help you
plan the vacation that s right for you this newly updated pocket travel guide for cuba will lead you
straight to the best attractions the country has to offer from its extensive arts scene and bold
architecture to its beautiful mountain ranges to its fascinating history and strong cultural traditions
of music and salsa expert travel writers have fully revised this edition of dk eyewitness travel guide top
10 cuba brand new itineraries help you plan your trip to cuba maps of walking routes show you the best
ways to maximize your time new top 10 lists feature off the beaten track ideas along with standbys like
the top attractions shopping dining options and more new typography and fresh layout throughout you
ll still find dk s famous full color photography and museum floor plans along with just the right
amount of coverage of the country s history and culture the perfect pocket size travel companion dk
eyewitness travel guide top 10 cuba recommended for an in depth guidebook to cuba check out dk
eyewitness travel guide cuba which offers a complete overview of this island nation thousands of
photographs illustrations and maps and more



Cuba 2011

cuba is a country of surprises where new mixes with old to create a jumble of colours sounds and smells
this guide tells you about this amazing land the people that call it home and their history and culture
detailed city maps are keyed to show the location of sights hotels and restaurants

Berlitz: Cuba Pocket Guide 2015-10-01

updated 2015 edition real havana is the 1 selling guide to experiencing the authentic cuba this book is
designed to give you a cultural immersion into cuban life and to provide you the tools and background
information to truly make the most of your visit it gives you the confidence and knowledge to break
away from the tourist areas and experience the real cuba you want to explore the rich culture be
transported back to a simpler time experience havana s romance and beauty with the same carefree joy as
the locals see everything you want to see and go everywhere you want to go the real havana guide
shows you how to do all that and lots more in the guide you will learn about authentic cuban cuisine
and affordable havana restaurants low priced farmers markets shops and entertainment options maps of
havana and the suburbs get out of the city and explore instructions on using communal taxis
particulares and all the major routes contact info and reviews of over 30 casa particular apartments
in vedado fascinating offbeat places which are hidden from foreigners hundreds of tips on saving money
while in havana how to avoid the most common tourist scams this book is not a tourist guide it is not a
boring list of restaurant reviews and attractions like all the other guides with this book you will learn
about the authentic local places locations which are hidden to regular tourists naturally these places
are also very inexpensive so in effect you will not only be immersed in authentic cuban life but you will
also save money bonus the last section of this book includes the cheap casa particular guide you will
find listings and reviews of over 30 apartments and rooms to rent in the vedado neighborhood of havana
these casas particulares have been hand selected out of the thousands available in havana they are not
only the most affordable but they are also among the cleanest best maintained and best located the
hosts are extremely hospitable and most speak multiple languages the best part is that you get the full
contact information for the casas so you can call or email the hosts directly and book your stay
without having to deal with expensive brokers or middlemen by booking your reservation directly with the
landlords you are certain to save at least 5 to 10 per night in brokerage fees that alone is easily
worth the purchase price of real havana guide about full compass guides full compass guides are aimed
at travelers who want to understand local customs and culture so that they can experience
destinations like a local unlike regular tourist guides full compass guides are not a list of attractions
popular with tourists and boring restaurant and hotel reviews that are obsolete the moment they are
published with our guides you get succinct useful information about the culture people and geography of
your destination so you have the tools and the confidence to explore on your own experience everything
that your destination has to offer and save money our guides are written by experienced travelers who
have intimate knowledge of both the location and the culture of the destination they give you the exact
information you need in order to make the most of your travel time with a full compass guide you will be
a knowledgeable explorer rather than just another flash happy tourist

Top 10 Cuba 2017-01-17

the rough guide to dubai make the most of your time on earth with the ultimate travel guides world
renowned tell it like it is travel guide now with free ebook discover dubai with this comprehensive and
entertaining travel guide packed with practical information and honest recommendations by our
independent experts whether you plan to go sand skiing in the desert explore the middle east s wonderful
cuisine or climb the tallest building in the world the rough guide to dubai will help you discover the best
places to explore eat drink shop and sleep along the way features of this travel guide to dubai detailed
regional coverage provides practical information for every kind of trip from off the beaten track
adventures to chilled out breaks in popular tourist areas honest and independent reviews written with
rough guides trademark blend of humour honesty and expertise our writers will help you make the most
from your trip to dubai meticulous mapping practical full colour maps with clearly numbered colour
coded keys find your way around bur dubai deira and many more locations without needing to get online
fabulous full colour photography features inspirational colour photography including perpendicular
paradise of downtown dubai and the romantically ancient al fahidi fort time saving itineraries carefully
planned routes will help inspire and inform your on the road experiences things not to miss rough guides
rundown of dhow wharfage sheikh zayed road wafi and khan murjan souk s best sights and top experiences
travel tips and info packed with essential pre departure information including getting around
accommodation food and drink health the media festivals sports and outdoor activities culture and
etiquette shopping and more background information comprehensive contexts chapter provides fascinating
insights into dubai with coverage of history religion ethnic groups environment wildlife and books plus a
handy language section and glossary the ultimate travel tool download the free ebook to access all
this from your phone or tablet covers bur dubai diera the inner suburbs sheikh zayed road and downtown



dubai jumeirah the burj al arab and around the palm jumeirah and dubai marina you may also be interested in
pocket rough guide dubai the rough guide to oman the rough guide to jordan about rough guides rough
guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years with over 30 million copies sold globally
synonymous with practical travel tips quality writing and a trustworthy tell it like it is ethos the
rough guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120 destinations gift books and phrasebooks

Adventure Guide to Cuba 2008-03

a comprehensive guide to understanding cuba s social political and economic situation

Real Havana 2014-09-22

cuba a cruising guide is an indispensable guide for anyone planning a cruise in this area in researching this
guide nigel calder left no stone unturned his meticulous attention to detail which has made his other
books international bestsellers shows on every page this new edition contains a large number of revisions
an updated introductory section and the inclusion of colour plates there are almost 200 sketch plans
with details of waypoints on every one nigel calder is well known as an expert on cuba he has authored
various textbooks on boat maintenance and contributes frequently to the yachting press to find up to
date information on ports of entry see gocuba ca

Cuba 2001-04-01

for advice you can trust look no further than marco polo cuba marco polo spiral guide is a compact
travel guide for people who have little time to prepare for a trip don t want to miss anything like to be
inspired by great ideas for exciting days out and love all things ultra practical and easy to use inside
the cuba marco polo spiral guide top 10 sights we highlight the most important sights and sites of this
glorious caribbean island the cuba feeling gives tips to help you experience the essence of this vibrant
island from tobacco plantations to exquisite cities to beautiful beaches let marco polo help you get
under the skin of california to see what makes it tick the magazine section provides an interesting and
entertaining account of life in the cuba from cigars to catholic saints this guides digs deep into the
history to see what shaped modern cuba don t miss each chapter highlights the absolute must sees for
each area and what to do at your leisure if time permits in the five chapters organised by region and city
each chapter provides restaurant recommendations the best shopping streets and the hottest places to
go for a night out perfectly planned itineraries take you through cuba s past and present all you need to
do is decide whether you want to travel on foot by bike car or public transport for perfect days out on
this caribbean island detailed 3d graphics take you into the heart of cuba s architecture giving you a
real flavour of the amazing buildings street atlas pull out map the best of both worlds some people
prefer an atlas while others prefer a separate map marco polo spiral guides have both top 10 reasons to
come back for those undecided about a return visit there is a list of top 10 reasons to come back again

The Rough Guide to Cuba (Travel Guide with Free EBooks) 2019-11

cuba is home to some of the world s most vibrant popular music in the world from son and rumba to
salsa and chachacha the rough guide to cuban music introduces the full range of cuba s varied musical
traditions and tells the story of their greatest performers legends like beny more celina gonzalea
alongside more recent stars such as carlos varela includes features on the origins and development of
the various musical genres a biographical directory of over 100 key artists with dozens of photographs
also draws up some critical discographies recommending the pick of each artist s output

Cuba Guide 1996

sun drenched beaches classic cars legendary music and world class cigars cuba is an island paradise
unlike any other revel in havana s heated nightlife cool off in the parks and plazas of holguin and be
inspired by rousing revolutionary monuments everywhere connect with the real cuba using our
unparalleled guide to this complex and fascinating island

Cuba 1995

Cuba 1999
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